
Indirect Rule and the
Search for Justice
Essays in East African Legal History

H. F. Morris and James S. Read

These essays examine aspects of the search for justice which was a
recurrent theme during the colonial period. They trace the development of
official policies in East Africa, and the application of the doctrine of
indirect rule during its heyday. This material, drawn largely from archival
sources, illustrates the remarkably open debate within official circles at
all levels as the colonial authorities sought to formulate just and practical
policies within the framework of the doctrine. Although the main themes
discussed are of a legal nature, the authors have endeavoured throughout
to bridge the gap between history and law. £5-50 Oxford Studies in
African Affairs
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Land Policy
in Buganda
HENRY W. WEST

An analysis of the land tenure system in the Buganda
region of Uganda, its development and operation.
One of the signs of social and economic change in
Africa is the growth of individual property rights in
land and the decay of various traditional systems
of tenure. This book demonstrates the significance
of changing land policy for Buganda and other
land-based economies in tropical Africa.
The book will interest specialists in African studies,
economic and social development and systems of
land tenure.
258pp 13 maps (10 in colour) £650 net
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International Law and the
New African States
by FELIX CHUKS OKOYE, LL.B., PH.D.
of Gray's Inn, Barrister

New nations have proliferated since the end of the second world war. Their
participation in the international legal order, together with unprecedented
developments in international organisations and technology have greatly
circumscribed the frontiers of traditional international law and have focused
attention on the evolution of a contemporary international law.

The newly emerged nations generate especial international interest as they
have different legal, social, cultural, ethical and religious backgrounds
from the established nations predominantly of western civilisation. The
process by which they achieved independence, for instance, has fermented
new problems in the laws of nationality and state succession. This book
examines the process of this evolution primarily by reference to the role
and attitudes of the African states towards certain aspects of traditional
law and international organisations.

Part I discusses the evolution of the international personality of the
African states. Part II deals with the relationship between African municipal
law and international law. Part III contains a detailed account and legal
analysis of the problems of state succession raised by decolonisation.
Part IV covers the Organisation of African Unity and other developments in
multinational co-operation, such as the African approach to the concepts of
regionalism in international law. Part V deals with aspects of state responsi-
bility, international co-operation, sources of law and the peaceful settlement
of international disputes and contains an assessment of the impact which
the African states have made on international law.
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